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Fig.1. Bhaladaria shelter Ahiraura painting-scene depicting a hunt of bārahastpṛṅgā.

Fig.2 Rock shelter painting Ahiraura - scene depicting 'Boar in agony'.

Fig.3 Painting of Neolithic/Chalcolithic period - depicting an elephant hunt.

Fig.4 Painting from Bhimbetka of Neolithic/Chalcolithic period - depicting tiny human wearing a mouse-head mask fleeing in terror from gignatic bison.

Fig.5 Painting from Bhimbetka - depicting hunting-dance.

Fig.6 Stone slab from Kashmir dated to the Neolithic period depicting hunting scene.

Fig.7 Various dancing styles of the prehistoric period.

Fig.8 Painting from Narsinghgarh depicting scene of bull-leaping.

Fig.9 Left hand 'mukula' mudrā.

Fig.10 Right hand 'hamsāsyamudrā'.

Fig.11 Elephant shown captured by a group of monkeys.

Fig.12 Procession of monkeys with the caprisoned elephant.

Fig.13 Wrestling scene.

Fig.14 Animal fight.

Fig.15 Acrobating scene.

Fig.16 Prince enjoying quail fight, a scene from Mathura Pillar.

Fig.17 Picnicking scene from Sanchi Stūpa
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